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F 
or fans of the iconic movie 
franchise, Aliens: Colonial 
Mannes 1s in equal _parts a. hugely 
exc1t1ng and nerve-ianglmg 
propos1t1on. Having been Jaded 

by t1e-1n titles from Rebellion and Monolith. 
each disappointing and flawed in its own way, 
it's easy lo look at the long development time 
of this latest xeno-shooter- and the Duke 
Nukem-shaped blip in developer Gearbox's 
record - and dismiss it as JUSt another bug 
hunt But spend any time with the developers 
behind Colonial Marines and two things 
become abundantly clear. Firstly. they're a 
team full of clinically obsessed Aliens-ophiles. 
Secondly, they're deadly serious about making 
this the best Aliens game of all time. 

What sets 11 apart from all others right back 
to the Atari Jaguar side-scroller is that this is 

p1 n -· ·-~' Mag~ine UK 

a canonical sequel, follO'Ning directly on from 
James Cameron's seminal 1986 movie Aliens. 
The fact that 20th Century Fox 1s on board 
with Gearbox's vision and is. according to CEO 
and studio head Randy Pitchford, -treating 1t 
almost like a movie sequel" speaks volumes 

is: after a suspiciously long time 1n 
development. how do Colonial Marines· core 
mechanics hold up under scrutiny? 

As the lights drop and the intro music 
swells. we're about to become the first people 
to find out. The opening level is set just after 

"This is a sequel, following 
directly from 1986's Aliens." 
for both Colonial Marines· stakes and how the 
games industry in general 1s growing 1n 
importance. But by securing sequel status 
and d1gg1ng up secrets from the creative 
powerhouses that gave the series breath, the 
pressure's really on. And so the real question 

the final scene in Aliens. and we're space 
marines on a rescue mission. We knO'N some 
bad shit's gone down on the Sulaco-we JUSI 
don't know how bad. Leaving the safety of the 
dropship, we traverse a giant glass bridge on 
to the alien-infested vessel. Here goes 



Since there 
are no xenos 
around to pounce 
on us nght away. 
we get a moment to 
take in the ear-melting 
quality of the sound and 
the 1mpress1ve lightmg and 
shadows all around. In the 
early stages of development. Gearbox spent 
a lot of time creating a bespoke engine. which 
boasts a very impressive deferred lighting 
system - before you walk in a room, the 
engine's rendered the textures already. 

Aliens' resurrection 
As you actually enter it. the lighting kicks in -
in real lime - providing realistic shadows and 
glow. It uses a lot of processing power. but i. 

THE ALIENS 
DREAM GAME 
CHECK LIST 
Design lead John Mulkey 
onwhafsmadeitin. .. 

CAN I GIVE TEAM OROERS BITTER 
THAN LT GORMAN OIO? 
~.lt'snoUSCl'Jld·bHed~,ih• 
full-onexpenence- .... wn)'OUto~ 
be'lhtguy: 
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Gearbox has made 11 work on PS3, proving 
there are new tricks yet to be taught to our 
mature console. WAnd what better game to 
implement all those deep, realistic shadows 
1n than one set in the Aliens universer 
Pitchford points out 

It certainly doesn't hurt as we make our 
way through the Sutaco. motion tracker in 

hand, feeling distinctly like we're on some kind 
of Fox theme park ride round the 1986 set. 
Look, there's the bottom half of Bishop on the 
cargo bay floor! Get the camera out. The tour 
leads us to the cryo tubes. some of which (as 
the opening sequence in Alien 3 reveals) have 
been ejected, and it's clear that this will be one 
of the opportunities Pitchford talks of to inject 
the lore the team learned from those involved 
with the films. 

Fantastic Fox 
Fox's involvement has handed Gearbox a 
treasure trove of original movie material like 
set photographs. concept art and original 
audio to work with, whtch offers an instant 
authenticity hit and geek-gasm for any 
Aliens fan. Executive vice president Brian 
Martel and art director Brian Cozzens 
got one-on-one time with Aliens· concept 
artist Sid Mead (who designed the Marines' 
spaceship Sutaco among other iconic 

.Jt. locations) and were able to share his creative 

070 vision. which extended well beyond the 
mov1e's material: "I realised he already had all 
these ideas from the late 1980s after Aliens 
that he never got to implement." explains 
Cozzens. -so not only did we get him to make 

new environments. but he also 
got to show the original 

environments that 

was also lucky enough 
to speak to some 
guy called Ridley 
Scott. And there 

Alien in 1979. even 

drawing the storyboards for the film by hand. 
It was through spending time with Scott that 
Gearbox was able to find out about the gaps 1n 
the universe·s mythology, enabling the team 
to stockpile a wealth of juicy lore that forms 
the genus of Colonial Marines. 

The development team is understandably 
cagey about the extent of this, but the nerd
citement almost reaches anaphylact1c 
shock levels as Randy Pitchford outlines what 
Scott imparted on to them: "Ridley revealed 
secrets. He shared the universe as he saw it, 
how and why things existed, things that were 
never even touched on in the film. Who are 
those space jockeys? [The giant dead creature 
in Alien] We got the answers. Sometimes 
when we watch the movies we 1dent1fy what 
seem to be inconsistencies, and every time 
that happens. it's an opportunity for us. ls 
that truly a mistake? Creators don·t make 

until eventually we. pop his head and his acid 
blood burns into the floor. In this moment. a 
few things become apparent: the frenzied 
"Contact. contact. here we go!" chatter 
between you and your fellow marines is helta 
atmospheric: all that authenticity that the 
team's focused on is apparent at every turn 
and gives Colonial Marines the edge over 
previous Aliens games. 

Silent running 
Also, the aliens move a bit funny. Ifs the 
age-old problem for a dev, as ifs rare enough 
that a xeno's fully exposed from phallic head 
to razor-toe in the movies, let alone animated 
and under decent lighting. As a result, there 1s 
no authentic way for a xenomorph to run - in 
fact watching one do so feels distinctly wrong. 
But as their numbers increase there's no time 
to dwell. and things quickly become about 

"Fox's involvement has 
handed Gearbox a treasure 
trove of movie material." 
mistakes like that. There are reasons for 
these things that just might not have come 
through [in the final cut] and the reasons 
are even better than you could imagine in 
a lot of cases." Pitchford has an intriguing 
prediction for where this new tore wilt take 
fans, too: "For people who love the franchise 
and play this game ... Alien 3 will become a 
much better film. A lot of things will make 
more sense. 

First contact 
But enough tripping down memory lane: 
reality ... er, science fiction. calls. Just as soon 
as we delve into the organic matter-filled alien 
hive we find a marine stuck to a wall. As we·re 
trying our best to free him ... the game·s first 
xeno turns up. And 1t'sa new breed, at that. 
He's a stalker. and his Al 1s telling him to be 
as stealthy and evasive as possible. moving 
from floor to ceiling and around corners to 
avoid our pulse rifle fire and trying to flank us 

raw, panicked sprays of gunfire, peppered 
with macho quips and military classics such 
as. "Watch those cornersr Yet the pace of the 
game's set-pieces jars a bit. too. When you 
interact with any object. like a monitor. you 
'lock in' and enter a quasi-cut·scene first. 
which feels really at odds with the urgency 
of the combat and. come to think of 1t, the 
pace of the movies· quick cut-filled action 
scenes. Still, the game·s ~on the bnnk of alpha 
stage" according to Pitchford, so there's every 
chance these are simply creases waiting to 
be ironed out 

Soto play is just one part of Colonial 
Marines· arsenal, though - not only can you 
play through the campaign in four-player 
drop-in co-op [which might as well be called 
"quotes mode "I there's also a compel1t1ve 
multiplayer element that pits marines 
against xenos. Ready for some controversy? 
Controversial fact number one: when you·re 
controlling the xenos. you're doing so .. 

THE NON·LETDOWNS Films dont usually travel well across the celluloid-to-console void 
Here's a few that made the journey with some integrity intact .. 
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1n third-person. Controversial fact 
number two: the rewards and upgrades 
you earn in mult1player carry over to your 
solo campaign. Design lead John Mulkey 
explains: -There's a series of challenges in 
multiplayer that allow you to unlock things, 
which is pretty cool. So as you go through the 
game. what we really want is for you to be able 
to customise your ultimate badass. We want 
11 to feel like you·re nammg your gun, through 
upgrading thts or that, making adjustments 
to your armour - and that crosses back and 
forth between single-player and mulhplayer. 
You are who you are. which is kind of neat.-

The hive 
We get our hands dirty with our very own 
ultimate badasses in an eight vs eight team 
deathmalch. taking on a team of xenos being 
played by Gearbox. And sure, we might have 

WHO'S ON BOARD? 
Finally, we can reveal which voices 
from the film are in the game 
~PwcHordhas~51.,.edlMjlt-bppedrtgringthe 
'O.:eca51.onlylff5l'lgll\al·-.i.eastmembenlromtheongnat 
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_.pns.~OIAtnd~know...t.chAl.-.s~Mlbe 
~01Ar15Nl'dlrJ!tlWMmco..roterp¥UlbolrdtheS!UCO 
i.A'aHerdsenrrlli<.K1rtllnlloWQ1tht5'.llXe550l'lo..o-oid 
8tstqi.r11heQ'llperJRook-lloptlulywt•ou·itt-loseelwsmlky 
"'50de5.lo0 Alsolromfleongna(Al.-.st1St.mi.nHopf1JM 
~ducle5.~rithtrolerJUGom1'Jl.Hopehlsupptd 
nri.sffnow'<Otesor-.~TSNnnon.Plwale 

~·~lromthtongnat...._~llncta!Mbr 
berigthtonly,,.....,..withnoda!ogllle:olherthwil"WI~~ 
Mlllsomakt..,~-b..clhost.l'llWlth~actr:rJo511 
~Nov.crdonM$~.lhclo.ql.10don·cgec'f'l'.Xhopesup. 
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beaten them once. But let's not go on about 
how we beat a development team at its own 
game. Let's not take any hme out to gloat 
about that. No s1rree. Instead, lefs focus on 
how frickm· close fNefY single match was -
the balance is spot-on, to the extent that one 
game literally came down to the very last 
second of play. Ifs awesome to see the 
mechanics guide you into behaving like the 
movie characters: as marines ifs crucial to 

slick close together, use the motion 
tracker constantly and watch your backs, 

but playing as the aliens, you're a hive mind. 
You can see each other's locations through 
the walls. making it easy to co-ordinate 
flank attacks - just like the real xenos would. 
It's incredibly hard to set a nervy and 
c. nematic tone to any mult1player experience. 
but somehow, Colonial Mannes manages to 
absolutely nail it. 

The promise 
The first hands-on with Aliens: Colonial 
Mannes has revealed tense and rigorously 
authentic solo play, and surprisingly engaging 
and well crafted mult1player. From this- and. 
1ust as importantly. the genuine obsession the 
team has with the universe they're dealing 
with - it's clear that 1t 1sn't a matter of whether 
this will be the best Aliens game yet. Realty, 
it's more a matter of whether a videogame 
can ever really deliver on the mov1es· 
promises: the presentation of the aliens 
on-screen. the nature of the combat. the 
distinctly corridor-bound action m James 
Cameron's lirelights all pose serious 
conceptual problems to a canonical sequel. 

If any game can take those problems and 
turn them into an engaging and progressive 
first-person shooter, it's one built by fanattcs 
so die-hard that they pestered Kodak for the 
saturation figures of the particular film that 
was used to shoot Aliens. and can't help but 
grin from ear to ear when they talk about 
the secrets they learned from Ridley Scott. 
Those fanatics are Gearbox, and the result is 
Aliens: Colonial Marines. And ifs far from JUSt 
another bug hunt. 
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